Modified bases in RNA reduce secondary structure and enhance hybridization.
Secondary structure in RNA targets is a significant barrier to short DNA probes. However, when such targets are the end product of an in vitro amplification scheme, it is possible to carry out transcription in the presence of nucleoside triphosphate analogues that reduce secondary structure of the RNA without impairing subsequent hybridization. Here we show that nucleoside triphosphates of 2-aminoadenine (nA) and 2-thiouracil (sU) are taken up by T7 RNA polymerase and that the resulting RNA possesses reduced secondary structure and improved accessibility to DNA probes. The hybridization properties of short RNA transcripts were studied using a new gel mobility shift assay from which melting temperatures were determined. RNA hairpins that contained nA and sU were able to hybridize to DNA probes under conditions where the unmodified hairpins did not. DNA-RNA hybrids that contained nA and sU in the RNA strand exhibited enhanced specificity, increased stability, and greater equality of base pairing strength than the same hybrids without modifications. Substitution of guanine (G) with inosine (I) further reduced secondary structure, but RNA with this base hybridized nonselectively. The high stability of nA-T and A-sU base pairs in DNA-RNA hybrids, combined with the destabilizing effect of the nA-sU couple in RNA targets, accounts for the improved hybridization properties. These results suggest that incorporation of nA and sU during in vitro transcription is a promising strategy for enhancing the performance of oligomeric DNA probes with an RNA target.